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Abstract  
               In this paper a new method is proposed for finding the numerical 
solution of the Cauchy problem for 2D Burgers equation with initial function 
consisting of four piecewise constants in a class of discontinuous functions. 
For this goal, a special auxiliary problem which has some advantages over 
the main problem is introduced. Using these advantages of the auxiliary 
problem, the numerical solution of the main problem is obtained. Some 
computer experiments are carried out.  
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Introduction: 
 As usually, let 
2R  be an Euclidean space of points ),( yx . Let TQ  be 
a domain in 

 RRR
23 =  as 
.}<0,,|),,({= TtdycbxatyxQT   Here a, b, c, and T are 
given constants. 
 In TQ , we consider the Riemann-type initial value problem for a two-
dimensional scalar equation which describes a certain conservation law as 
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with the initial data  
).,(=,0),( 0 yxvyxv                                                      (2) 
 Here ),(0 yxv  is piecewise constant on a finite numbers of wedges 
centered at the origin .0=0,= yx In particular, what is interesting is the 
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four-wedge problem with wedges corresponding to four quadrants 



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
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=,=,
2
=0,= 4321



  of the spatial plane. 
 The existence and uniqueness of the solution for the single 
conservation law in several dimensions by the method of viscosity were 
studied in [4], [9], [12]. It should be noted that this method gives little 
information about the qualitative structure of the discontinuity set of 
solution. This problem for the one space dimension was investigated in [2], 
[5], [11]  etc. where the structure of the solution was revealed in detail. 
 The solution of problem (1), (2) obtained by using the method of 
characteristics is  
,),(=),,( 0 vtyxv                                                      (3) 
where vtx=  and vty =  are the special coordinates moving with the 
speed of ,v  respectively. 
 First investigations of the two-dimensional Riemann-type initial 
value problem was initiated by Guckenheimer, [3]. Paper [7] is devoted to a 
construction of the solution of the 2D- Riemann-type initial value problem 
for scalar conservation law in the event of a three or more inflection point in 
state function )(=)( vgvf , by analyzing a study of the generalization of 
one- dimensional Riemann problem to allow for initial data having a finite 
number of jump discontinuities with constant data or rarefaction waves 
between jumps. In [6], it has been shown that the solution of the 2D-
Riemann-type initial value problem can be classified and present in terms of 
two-dimensional nonlinear waves in analogy with the nonlinear rarefaction 
and shock waves of the one dimensional Riemann problem, i.e. explicit 
solutions are constructible from these waves. 
 Since the solutions for 2D-Riemann-type initial value problems have 
explicit structure, they also serve as a touchstone for numerical algorithms. 
In [1], the concept of the shock and rarefaction base points are included and 
using the characteristic analysis, the analytical solution for 2D-Riemann-type 
initial value problem for the Burgers equation is constructed. In addition, for 
the numerical solution the composite scheme developed by Liska-Wendroff  
in [8] is applied.  
 
Auxiliary Problems 
 It is known that global continuous solutions for 2D-Riemann-type 
initial value problems will not yied appropriate smooth initial data. The weak 
solution of  problem (1), (2),  will be defined as follows. 
Definition 1: The function ),,( tyxv  satisfying initial condition (2) is called a 
weak solution of  problem (1), (2) if the following integral relation 
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holds for every test function ),,( tyx  defined in 3R  and differentiable in the 
upper half plane and vanishes for tyx  22  sufficiently large. 
Let 
xyQ  be a rectangular domain defined as   
},),,({= ycxaQxy    
such that 
Txy QQ   and   Tbd QTQ =,0 . 
 In order to find the weak solution of problem (1), (2) in the sense of 
(4) we will introduce the auxiliary problem as above. Integrating  equation 
(1) on the region ,xyQ  we get  
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 It is clearly seen that kerM.),,(),,( 21  tbxtya   Here 
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We denote by ),,( tyxw  the following expression 
),,,,,(),,(=),,( tyxbaddtvtyxw
y
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a
                               (6) 
where kerMtyxba  ),,,,( . From (6) it follows that 
.)},,({=),,( tyxwMtyxv                                                                 (7) 
Taking into consideration  (6), (7), we get 
0.=),,(
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1
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2
1),,( 22  dtyvdtxv
t
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                 (8) 
The initial condition for (8) is  
).,(=,0),( 0 yxwyxw                      (9) 
Here the function ),(0 yxv  is any differentiable solution of the equation 
.)},({=),( 00 yxwMyxv                                                    (10) 
To find a solution of equation (8) with initial condition (9) we will call a first 
kind auxiliary problem.  
The auxiliary problem (8), (9) has following advantages: 
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(i)   In this case the functions ),,( tyxv  and ),,(
2
1 2 tyxv  can be discontinuous 
too, 
(ii) the order of differentiability of the function ),,( tyxw  is greater than the 
order of differentiability of the function ),,( tyxv , 
(iii) the derivatives xv , yv   and  tv  in algorithm for obtaining of the solution 
of problem (8), (9) does not occur, as these derivatives does not exist. 
The following theorem is valid. 
Theorem 1: If the function ),,( tyxw  is a solution of auxiliary problem (8), 
(9), then the function ),,( tyxv  expressed by ),,(=),,( tyxwMtyxv  is a weak 
solution of main problem (1), (2). 
To obtain a solution of equation (5) with initial condition (2) we will call 
second kind auxiliary problem. 
 
Analysis of a Linear Problem 
 Before obtaining the solution of nonlinear problems, at first we 
investigate a simple linearized problem (1), (2) as  
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                           (11) 
where A  and B  are given constants. The exact solution of (11) with initial 
condition (2) is  
).,(=),,( 0 BtyAtxvtyxv                                         (12) 
In this paper we will study the first type auxiliary problem for (11), (12). In 
this case equation (8) can be rewriten in the following form  
0.=),,(),,(
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               (13) 
For this case, relation (7) is valid too. Taking into consideration (7), we have 
0.=
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The initial condition for (14) is 
).,(=,0),( 0 yxwyxw                                                               (15) 
Here ),(0 yxw  is any continuous differentiable function of equation (10). 
The exact solution of problem (14), (15) is  
).,(=),,( 0 BtyAtxwtyxw                                         (16) 
It is seen that equation (14) coincides with equation (11), but the initial 
function ),(0 yxv  is more smooth than the initial function of the main 
problem.   
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Finite Difference Schemes in a Class of Discontinuous Functions 
 In this section, we intend to develop the numerical method for finding 
the solution of problem (1), (2), and investigate some of its properties. As it 
is stated above, in the nonlinear case, the solution of the main problem has 
discontinuous points, whose locations are unknown beforehand. These 
properties do not permit us  to apply  classical numerical methods to this 
problem directly. For this aim, we will use auxiliary problem (8), (2). By 
using the advantages of the suggested auxiliary problem, a new numerical 
algorithm will be proposed. In [10] the suggested numerical method was 
studied for two-dimensional nonlinear scalar equation, when 
2)(=)( 2vvgvf   and the Riemann data  consist of the two segments 
piecewise constant. 
 The proposed method will be developed to find the numerical 
solution of the Cauchy problem for equation (1) in the following study. 
 
The Finite Difference Scheme  
 In order to develop the numerical algorithm, we construct the 
following grids. Let  
}0,1,2,...,=,=,=,{= ni
n
ab
hihaxx xxiihx

  
and  
}0,1,2,...,=,=,=,{= mj
m
cd
hjhcyy yyjjhy

  
which are cover of the segments ],[ ba  and ],[ dc  respectively. Now we shall 
construct  two new grids as  
}0,1,2,...,=,=,{= nphah     and 
}0,1,2,...,=,=,{= mqhch     
which also cover  the segments ],[ ba  and ],[ dc  respectively, where 
p
hx
h =  
and 
q
hy
h = . Later we introduce the following notations ,= hyhxxy  
,=   hh   0,1,2,...}=;={= kktkxy
T
xy    and 
.0,1,2,...}=;={= kktk
T     Since ,=  xp   yq =  for any 
n 0  and m 0  it clear that TTxy   . Here n , m , p , q  are the 
given integer numbers which show nodal points on the segments ],[ ba , 
],[ dc , ],[ xa  and ],[ yc  respectively. 
 In order to approximate equations (8) (or (13)) by finite difference, 
integrals leaving in (8) (or (13)) are approximated as follows: 
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),1,2,...,=( ni  ).1,2,...,=( mj  
Taking into consideration (17) and (18), equations (8) and (13) at any point 
),,( kji  of the grid 
T
xy  are approximated by the following explicit scheme as 
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

       (20) 
 .0,1,2,...=;1,2,...,=;1,2,...,= kmjni  
 
Computer Experiments 
 Three type computer tests on basis of the proposed algorithms are 
carried out. Tests were made using the following data: 
001.0,2.0),2,2()2,2(),(  thTyx , 500 mn  and 
).4,3,2,1(),,,( 4321 vvvv  
 At first we consider the initial value problem for (11) with piecewise 
constants connecting  four wedges centered at the origin 0=x , 0=y , i.e 

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

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,0>0,>,
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yxv
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yxv
yxv                                                               (21) 
 We will solve problem (14), (15) instead of (11), (2). In this case the 
function of ),(0 yxw  will be chosen as a continuous solution of (10) 

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.0<0,>,
0,<0,<,
0,>0,<,
,0>0,>,
=),(
4
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yxxyv
yxxyv
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yxxyv
yxw                                                    (22) 
Problem (14), (15) is approximated by following explicit finite difference 
schemes as 
,)]([1= 1,,1,,21,1,11,, kjikjikjikji WgWggWgW                              (23) 
).,(= 0,0, jiji yxwW                                                                           (24) 
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Here 
x
t
h
Ah
g =1 , 
y
t
h
Bh
g =2  and 1,, kjiW  denote the approximated value of 
),,( tyxw  at any point ),,( kji tyx  of the grid 
TT
xy   . It is no difficult to 
indicate that 
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Second type calculation have been maked on basis of the following  
 2 ,1,2 ,,12 ,,,,1,, )( kjixkjiykjiyx
yx
t
kjikji VhVhVhh
hh
h
VV   , 
)1,2,...,,0=,1,2,...,=),1,2,...,=( kmjni , 
),,(00,, jiji yxvV     )1,2,...,,0=,1,2,...,,0=( mjni                             
difference schemes. 
 Finaly, using difference schemes (19), (20) the numerical solution of 
the problems (1),(2) and (11),(2) on the same data are found.  Obtained 
solutions show good coincidence with exact solutions of the investigated 
problem. 
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